Agricultural Engineering (N) Building

Address: 1360 Barrington St.
Start Date: 1976
Completion Date: 1977
Architect: 
Renovation Date(s): 1984/85; 1987/88
Contractor:

Building History

From 1976 to early 1977, the A.E. Cameron (D) Building underwent renovations and enlargements to accommodate both larger enrollments of engineering students and the Industrial Engineering Department. This entailed the addition of two stories to the Cameron Building and the construction of the N Building adjacent to its northwest side for the Bio-Resources (Agricultural) Engineering Department. Completed in early 1977, the N Building originally contained offices for all Bio-Resources (Agricultural) Engineering staff, four specialized laboratories and a seminar room.

During the 1984/85 academic year, a mezzanine was constructed to provide the building with extra lab space. During the 1987/88 academic year, 75 square metres of laboratory space was renovated to house biotechnology and energy activities.
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